Abstract. We present a strategy to obtain explicit equations for the modular double covers associated respectively to both a split and a non-split Cartan subgroup of GL 2 pF p q with p prime. Then we apply it successfully to the level 13 case.
Introduction
Non-cuspidal rational points on modular curves parametrize elliptic curves over Q with particular properties regarding the associated Galois representation modulo some positive integer N.
Having equations for such modular curves helps to explicitly determine elliptic curves with a given Galois representation modulo N. When N " p is a prime number, modular curves associated to maximal subgroups of GL 2 pF p q with surjective determinant, such as normalizers of Cartan subgroups, play an important role in the framework of Serre's uniformity problem, which concerns the determination of elliptic curves with surjective Galois representation modulo p.
Recent work has been done in determining equations of modular curves of Cartan type. An affine plane model for X 0 p169q -X s p13q is computed in [Ken80] [Ken81] . An equation for Xǹ s p13q and Xs p13q is computed in [Bar14] , while models of Xǹ s ppq for p " 17, 19 can be found in [MS17] . An equation for X ns p11q and the double cover X ns p11q Ñ Xǹ s p11q is computed in [DFGS14] . Furthermore, it is used in [FNS17] to solve the generalized Fermat equation with exponents 2, 3, 11 and in [Zyw15] to classify the possible images of Galois representations modulo 11 associated to elliptic curves.
In this paper we present a strategy to compute birational models of modular curves X s ppq and X ns ppq obtained as double covers of their explicitly given quotients Xs ppq and Xǹ s ppq, associated respectively to the normalizer of a split and a non-split Cartan subgroup of GL 2 pF p q. As an application, we compute singular models in A 3 for the genus 8 curves X s p13q and X ns p13q. For completeness and further check we also compute smooth equations of the canonical model of such curves in P 7 using classical methods and give explicit maps between all the known models of X s p13q and X ns p13q.
In particular, in Section 3 we recall the method to compute equations of the canonical model, in Section 4 we describe the new strategy in general, and in Section 5 we apply the two methods to the level 13 case, obtaining the equations. Furthermore, in Section 6 we also compute a birational map between the two models found.
Notation and basic facts
Let H " tτ P C, Impτ q ą 0u be the complex upper half-plane and let H˚" H Y t8u Y Q, both endowed with the action of SL 2 pRq given by fractional linear transformation. Given a congruence subgroup Γ of SL 2 pZq, we can consider the modular curve XpΓ q associated to Γ which is obtained by providing the orbit space Γ zH˚with the structure of a compact Riemann surface. When Γ " SL 2 pZq we denote the associated modular curve of genus 0 by Xp1q. The complex points of Xp1q parametrize elliptic curves over C up to isomorphism. There is a morphism from every modular curve XpΓ q to the modular curve Xp1q which is given by the group inclusion Γ Ă SL 2 pZq. This morphism is called the j-map of XpΓ q.
Let N be a positive integer and let H be a subgroup of GL 2 pZ{NZq. We can associate to H the congruence subgroup Γ H def "tx P SL 2 pZq such that x pmod Nq P Hu and the modular curve X H def " XpΓ H q, which admits the structure of projective algebraic curve. When the determinant homomorphism det : H Ñ pZ{NZqˆis surjective, X H can be defined over Q. Furthermore, if the matrixˆ´1 0 0´1˙b
elongs to H, then, for any number field K, the K-rational points on X H parametrize the elliptic curves defined over K such that H contains the image of the associated Galois representation modulo N, given by the action of the Galois group GalpQ{Kq on N-torsion points.
If we take H to be a Borel subgroup of GL 2 pZ{NZq, we obtain the classical modular curve X 0 pNq. This curve has an automorphism w N , the Atkin-Lehner involution, induced by the action of the matrixˆ0´1
This automorphism allows us to define the quotient curve X0 pNq def " X 0 pNq{xw N y. Let now N " p be a prime number. If we take H to be a split or non-split Cartan subgroup of GL 2 pZ{pZq (see [Ser72, p. 278, Section 2.1]) we denote the associated modular curve by X s ppq and X ns ppq, respectively. Any Cartan subgroup of GL 2 pZ{pZq has index 2 in its normalizer. Thus we obtain involutions w s and w ns and double covers X s ppq Ñ Xs ppq and X ns ppq Ñ Xǹ s ppq, where Xs ppq and Xǹ s ppq are the modular curves associated to the normalizer of a split and a non-split Cartan subgroup of GL 2 pZ{pZq, respectively. Moreover we have Xs ppq " X s ppq{xw s y and Xǹ s ppq " X ns ppq{xw ns y. Since the congruence subgroup of SL 2 pZq associated to a split Cartan subgroup of GL 2 pZ{pZq is conjugate to the congruence subgroup associated to a Borel subgroup of GL 2 pZ{p 2 Zq, we get the isomorphism X s ppq -X 0 pp 2 q. Furthermore, the involution w s of X s ppq corresponds to the Atkin-Lehner involution of X 0 pp 2 q, so that also Xs ppq is isomorphic to X0 pp 2 q.
Explicit equations of modular curves using the canonical embedding
In this section we briefly recall how to get explicit equations for the canonical model of modular curves when we know enough Fourier coefficients of a basis of the vector space of modular forms corresponding to the space of differentials of the curve (see [Mer17] for more details).
Let Γ be a congruence subgroup of SL 2 pZq, let S 2 pΓ q be the C-vector space of the cusp forms of weight 2 with respect to Γ . We know that S 2 pΓ q is isomorphic to the C-vector space of holomorphic differentials Ω 1 pXpΓvia the map f pτ q Þ Ñ f pτ qdτ (see [DS05, p. 81, Theorem 3.3.1]). Using this isomorphism when the genus g of XpΓ q is greater than 2, we get the following realization of the canonical map
where τ P H˚and B " tf 1 , . . . , f g u is a C-basis of S 2 pΓ q. The Enriques-Petri Theorem (see [GH78, Chapter 4, Section 3, p. 535] or [SD73] ), states that the canonical model of a complete non-singular non-hyperelliptic curve is entirely cut out by quadrics and cubics. Though the Enriques-Petri Theorem is proved only over algebraically closed fields, when XpΓ q can be defined over Q, we can try to look for quadratic and cubic equations over Q for the image of ϕ. Then we can check if the zero locus Z of such equations, which contains by construction the image of ϕ, is an algebraic curve with the same genus as XpΓ q. If this is the case, an application of the Riemann-Hurwitz formula tells us that the morphism ϕ : XpΓ q Ñ Z is an isomorphism.
We know that X 0 pNq is not hyperelliptic when N ą 71 ([Ogg74, p. 451, Theorem 2]) while X0 pp r q, with p prime and r a positive integer, is not hyperelliptic when its genus is bigger than 2 ([Has97, p. 370, Theorem B]). Furthermore, X ns ppq is not hyperelliptic when p ě 11 and Xǹ s ppq is not hyperelliptic when p ě 13 ([Dos16, p. 76, Theorem 1.1]). Hence, in all these cases, we need to look only for equations of degree d " 2, 3 for the image of ϕ. This is done in the following way.
3.1. Algorithm description. Consider the basis B " tf 1 , . . . , f g u of S 2 pΓ q. We can think of the f i as power series in Crrqss through their Fourier q-expansion. Let's fix the degree d of the equations and suppose we know the first m coefficients of such power series, with m ą dp2g´2q. This condition on m guarantees that if we have a polynomial F with rational coefficients and g unknowns such that F pf 1 , . . . , f g q " 0 pmod q m`1 q, then F pf 1 , . . . , f g q " 0 (see [BGJGP05, Section 2.1, Lemma 2.2, p. 1329]). Now we evaluate all the monomials of degree d in the basis B, obtaining elements of Crrqss of which we know the first m coefficients. In this way we get m vectors generating a subspace S of C k where k is the number of monomials of degree d with fixed coefficient. A basis of the space S K , the orthogonal space to S in C k , gives the coefficients of the desired equations for the image of ϕ. These coefficients belong to a number field that depends on the choice of the basis B and it is not necessarily Q. Using representation theory of GL 2 pZ{pZq, one can find a basis B of cusp forms such that the equations obtained are defined over Q (see [MS17] for more details).
Once we have equations defined over Q we can assume that their coefficients belong to Z. In this case we are interested in reducing the size of the coefficients of these equations and minimizing the number of primes ℓ such that the model has bad reduction modulo ℓ. There is a number field K which contains all the coefficients of all the elements of B ([DS05, p. 234, Theorem 6.5.1]). We can assume that the Fourier coefficients of the basis B are algebraic integers, hence their coordinates with respect to a suitable chosen basis of K over Q belong to Z. To reduce the size of the coefficients of the equations we can apply the LLL algorithm, first to the Fourier coefficients of B and then to the Z-basis of the space S K . We know that if the elements of B are linearly dependent modulo a prime number ℓ, then the canonical model of the curve that we find is singular modulo ℓ. In [Mer17, Algorithm 2.1] there is a description of how to modify B such that the elements of B are linearly independent for each prime ℓ.
Equations of modular double covers
Let π : X Ñ Y be a double cover of modular curves of the type X s ppq Ñ Xs ppq or X ns ppq Ñ Xǹ s ppq where p is a prime number. We have j X " j Y˝π where j X and j Y are the j-maps to Xp1q -P 1 of respectively X and Y . In this section we describe a general strategy for determining equations for X and π starting from existing equations of Y and j Y . This is basically the same strategy used in [DFGS14] to find equations for the modular double cover X ns p11q Ñ Xǹ s p11q and we describe here how it can be applied in general. In section 5 we apply it successfully to the double covers X s p13q Ñ Xs p13q and X ns p13q Ñ Xǹ s p13q.
Let K be the function field over Q of Y and let p 1 " 0, . . . , p k " 0 P Qrx 1 , . . . , x h s be affine equations for Y . We have K -Qpx 1 , . . . , x h q{pp 1 , . . . , p k q. Let now L be the function field of X over Q, and let K Ă L be the field inclusion given by the morphism π. We would like to express L in the form
where q is a square-free polynomial in K, so that equations for X, possibly singular, are
We start by observing the following facts.
?for some non-square element q in K. Then the points of Y over which the morphism π ramifies are exactly the zeros and poles of odd order for q.
Proof. This is a consequence of Kummer Theory.
qq and let f be another function of K whose zeros and poles of odd order are the points of Y over which the morphism π ramifies. If the rational 2-torsion of the Jacobian of Y is trivial, then L " Kp ? λf q for some constant λ P Q.
Proof. Proposition 4.1 implies that all the zeros and poles of odd order for both q and f are the points of Y over which the morphism π ramifies. This means that the function q{f has zeros and poles of even order, i.e. divpq{f q " 2D for some degree 0 divisor D of Y . Since q and f have rational coefficients, the triviality of the rational 2-torsion in the Jacobian implies that divpq{f q " divph 2 q for some h P K. Thus q{f " λh 2 for some constant λ P Q, so that ? q and ? λf generate the same field over K.
Therefore, assuming the hypothesis of Proposition 4.2, if we find a function f on Y whose zeros and poles of odd order are the points over which π ramifies, then we have determined the function field of X to be of the form L " Kp ? λf q for some constant λ P Q. Note that in this situation, f and λ can be both multiplied by a square (of respectively a rational function or a rational constant), and the field L would still be generated by ? λf over K. We can then suppose f to be a polynomial function.
4.1. Determining the ramification points. The points over which the morphism π ramifies could be determined if we have equations for the modular j-map j Y : Y Ñ Xp1q -P 1 . In fact π can ramify only over points in which the function j Y has a pole, a zero or it is equal to 1728 (see [DS05, Chapter 2, Section 2.3]). In other words, π can ramify over a cusp or over those elliptic points of Y whose preimage by π does not contain elliptic points of X. Furthermore, in both our cases, the number of cusps in X is exactly the double of the number of cusps in Y (see [Ogg74, p. Let p be a prime and r a positive integer. A study of the elliptic points of X ns pp r q and Xǹ s pp r q can be found in [Bar10] , while the analogous study for X 0 pNq is classical for any positive integer N ([DS05, p. 92, Section 3.7]) and therefore for X s pp r q -X 0 pp 2r q. In [Ogg74, Section 2] the author computes the number of ramification points of the map X 0 pNq Ñ X0 pNq (and therefore of X s pp r q Ñ Xs pp r q), but he does not determine the order of the elliptic points associated.
Remark 4.3. A direct computation with cosets representatives shows that the number of elliptic points e 2 and e 3 for the curve X s pp r q is
while for the curve Xs pp r q we have
Determining f . Once we have determined the coordinates of the points P 1 , . . . , P r of Y over which π ramifies, one can try to find a rational function f on Y , whose zeros and poles of odd order are exactly P 1 , . . . , P r . A procedure for doing this, which does not necessarily gives a solution, but it has been successful for Xǹ s p11q, Xǹ s p13q and Xs p13q is the following. Let D be the divisor on Y given by P 1`¨¨¨`Pr . This divisor is defined over Q because π is defined over Q. Furthermore r must be even because of the Riemann-Hurwitz formula. Let Q 1 , . . . , Q k be the expected rational points on Y , which are only the CM-points of class number one, when Y " Xǹ s ppq or the CM-points of class number one plus the rational cusp, when Y " Xs ppq. Then we compute Riemann-Roch spaces of the type
here n i is even for every i and
Bpn 1 , . . . , n k q has dimension 0 or 1. If we find such a space of dimension 1 and we can give a basis of rational functions of it, then we have found our function f .
4.3.
Verifying the triviality of the rational 2-torsion in the Jacobian. Let A be an abelian variety over Q and let ℓ ‰ 2 be a prime of good reduction for A. If A has a nontrivial rational point of 2-torsion, then the number of points of A over F ℓ must be even because ℓ ‰ 2 and the reduction modulo ℓ is an isomorphism on the 2-torsion points of A. Hence, in our case, to prove the triviality of the rational 2-torsion in the Jacobian JacpY q of Y , it is enough to find a prime number ℓ ‰ 2, p such that the quantity #JacpY qpF ℓ q is odd.
Computing #JacpY qpF ℓ q can be done recalling that the Jacobian of Y is isogenous to some factor of the Jacobian of X0 pp 2 q, the whole Jacobian in the split case, and the new part in the non-split case. Therefore we need to compute the number of F ℓ -rational points of such factor which can be done using the Eichler-Shimura relations that relate the characteristic polynomial of the ℓ-th Frobenius endomorphism acting on the Jacobian of X 0 pp 2 q with the characteristic polynomial of the Hecke operator T ℓ (for an example of this, see the proof of [Dos16, p. 76, Theorem 1.1].
Determining λ.
Once we have equations of X up to multiplication by a constant λ P Q, we can determine λ by analyzing the field of definitions of special values of the function f .
Let Q P Y be a rational CM-point, therefore of class number one. Then the two points in X over Q are defined over the CM-field of the elliptic curve associated to Q (see [Ser97, ). This allows us to determine the constant λ because a λf pQq must generate the CM-field.
Results for level 13
We recall that Xs p13q and Xǹ s p13q are both curves of genus 3. They are isomorphic, and an equation for both of them is the following quartic in P 2 ppX, Y, Zq
Starting from this equation it is possible to obtain formulas for the different j-maps of both Xs p13q and Xǹ s p13q (see [Bar14] for details and explicit formulas) which we will call respectively j s and j ns .
5.1. Singular Equations of X s p13q and X ns p13q in A 3 . Here we apply the strategy described in Section 4 to obtain equations of X s p13q and X ns p13q starting from the known same equation 5.1 of Xs p13q and Xǹ s p13q.
We begin by looking for the coordinates (in the model given by equation 5.1) of the points of Xs p13q and Xǹ s p13q over which the two modular double covers π s : X s p13q Ñ Xs p13q and π ns : X ns p13q Ñ Xǹ s p13q ramify. Remark 4.3 and [Bar10, p. 2768, Proposition 7.10] tell us that both these double covers ramify over six elliptic points of order 2. These implies that such points are among the simple zeros of the function j´1728. In [Bar14, Appendix A], we can find explicit affine formulas for j s and j ns which are both in the form jpx, yq " hpx, yq{kpx, yq, where h and k are polynomials with integer coefficients, x def " X{Z and y def " Y {Z. Then to find the simple zeros of jpx, yq´1728 we compute the resultant with respect to x of the polynomial ppx, y, 1q, defining the affine equation of the curve, and the polynomial hpx, yq´1728kpx, yq. This resultant has the form:
for the split case and
for the non-split case, where ϕ and ψ are a product of irreducible polynomials with multiplicity higher than one. Using MAGMA ([BCFS]) we can check that both the polynomials of degree 6, made explicit above, define functions on Xs p13q -Xǹ s p13q with 18 simple zeros, which are divided in two Galois orbits of cardinality 12 and 6. We call P 1 , . . . , P 6 the simple zeros in the Galois orbit of cardinality 6. Since the modular double covers π s and π ns are defined over Q, the set of points that ramify in one of them must be composed of entire Galois orbits. This implies that such points are exactly the points P 1 , . . . , P 6 .
The Jacobian of Xs p13q -Xǹ s p13q doesn't have any rational torsion ([BPS16, p.60, Example 12.9.3.]). Hence, Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 imply that we can determine the function fields of X s p13q and X ns p13q up to a constant, by adding to the function field of Xs p13q -Xǹ s p13q the square root of a function f whose zeros and poles of odd order are the points P 1 , . . . , P 6 . Following the procedure described in Section 4.2, and using MAGMA, we compute a basis of each Riemann-Roch space of type
ith n 1 , . . . , n 7 even integers such that´12 ď n 1 , . . . , n 7 ď 12 and 7 ÿ i"1 n i " 6, and where Q 1 , . . . , Q 7 are the 7 rational points of Xs p13q -Xǹ s p13q associated to the rational CM-points of class number one, or to the rational cusp in the case of Xs p13q (see [Bar14, p. 275, Table  1 .1]).
With these conditions on the coefficients, the divisors´pP 1`¨¨¨`P6 q`7 ÿ i"1
hence the associated Riemann-Roch spaces have dimension 0 or 1. There are indeed a few of these spaces which are non-trivial. Among them, we choose one that is associated to a divisor of the lower degree for which the associated space is non-trivial. For the split case we choose the space generated by The equations for the map π s : X s p13q Ñ Xs p13q, using this model for X s p13q are obtained in the following way. Let B " tf 1 , . . . , f g u be a basis of eigenforms for S 2 pΓ 0 pp 2and we assume that the first g`elements of B are invariant with respect of the action of w p 2 . Hence, B`" tf 1 , . . . , f g`u is a basis for Ω 1 pXs ppqq. So, the canonical embedding give a canonical model C in P g´1 for X s ppq using B and a canonical model C`in P g`´1 for Xs ppq using B`, and we have the morphism π : C ÝÑ C`, px 1 : . . . : x g`: x g``1 : . . . : x g q Þ ÝÑ px 1 : . . . : x g`q .
Let t and t`be the compositions of the invertible projective linear transformations of P g´1 and P g`´1 respectively, that we use in algorithm 3.1 to obtain better models of X s ppq and Xs ppq. We have the following commutative diagram
/ / tẁ here π 1 is just the composition t´1˝π˝t`. In the case p " 13, C1 is the model given by equation 5.1 and π 1 is π s .
Finding equations describing X ns p13q is more difficult because we don't have the Fourier coefficients of a basis for S 2 pΓ ns p13qq. To find these Fourier coefficients we use a basis of S 2 pΓ 0 p169qq new and some representation theory of G :" GL 2 pZ{pZq. We use the newforms because the jacobian of X ns ppq is isogenous over Q to the new part of the jacobian of X 0 pp 2 q ( see [Che98] , [dSE00] ).
The irreducible complex representations of the finite group G are divided into three kinds: representations of dimension p´1, representations of dimension p and representations of dimension p`1. The representations of dimension p´1 are also called cuspidal representations (the name has nothing to do with cusp forms) and this kind of representations is parametrized by characters θ : Fp 2 Ñ C˚. The other two kinds of representations are called principal series representations and are parametrized by characters µ of the upper triangular matrices subgroup of G. We have a representation of dimension p if µ is the quadratic character, and we have a representation of dimension p`1 otherwise.
Let V f be the CrGs-span of an element f of a basis of eigenforms for S 2 pΓ 0 pp 2new . We know that V f is a complex irreducible representation that is a principal series representation if f is a twist of a form h of S 2 pΓ 1 ppqq, i.e. if the Fourier coefficient a n of f is equal, for each n, to χpnqb n , where χ is a character of F p and b n is the n-th Fourier coefficient of h. The dimension of V f is p if the form h is in S 2 pΓ 0 ppqq and is p`1 otherwise. If f is not a twist of a low level form, then V f is a cuspidal representation. Then, one can find elements invariant under the action of a non-split Cartan subgroup of G using the related trace.
We have that S 2 pΓ 0 p169qq new has dimension 8 and let B " tf 1 , . . . , f 8 u be a basis of eigenforms of S 2 pΓ 0 p169qq new . Three of the forms in B are conjugate with respect to the Galois action and form a basis for the w N -invariant forms in S 2 pΓ 0 p169qq new ; they are not twist of some lower level form, so the irreducible representations associated are all cuspidal. Two Galois conjugate forms in B are twists of a form of S 2 pΓ 1 p13qq new , which is a complex vector space of dimension 2. The last three forms in B are conjugate with respect to the Galois action and they are not twists of some lower level form, so the associated irreducible representations are all cuspidal.
The equations obtained are written in the Appendix together with the equations for the map π ns : X ns p13q Ñ Xǹ s p13q which are obtained analogously to the split case.
Maps from the canonical models to other models
To compute maps from the canonical model C to a different model C 1 , we use the reversemapping correspondence between curves and function fields. What we do is finding an injective field homomorphism ι from the function field F 1 of C 1 to the function field F of the canonical model C. To achieve this, we need a way to go from rational functions on the canonical model to their Laurent q-expansion and vice versa. One direction is easy. Indeed, we know that the x i in the equations of the canonical models in Section 5.2 correspond to elements in a specific basis of cusp forms, that we found beforehand. On the other hand recognizing Laurent q-series as rational functions in the x i requires more work.
Lets place ourself in the affine chart of C where x 8 ‰ 0. The function field of C is generated by the functions
, . . . ,
which are all well defined in the affine chart we chose. Let h i be the Laurent q-expansion of
for i " 1, . . . , 7. Let f be an element of F 1 and suppose we know the Laurent q-expansion of ιpf q P F . We want to write ιpf q in the form ιpf q " pph 1 , . . . , h 7ph 1 , . . . , h 7 q , where p and q are suitable polynomials. We write the previous equality as pph 1 , . . . , h 7 q´ιpf qqph 1 , . . . , h 7 q " 0.
where the left hand side above can be seen as a linear combination of Laurent q-series, assuming we know the degree of the polynomials p and q. Therefore, if we know the first m Laurent coefficients of ιpf q, h 1 , . . . , h 7 , with m ą dp2g´2q " 14d and d is the maximum of the degrees of p and q, it is easy to compute the coefficients of p and q in the same way explained in the algorithm 3.1 description for the coefficients of the polynomial F , i.e. we have m vectors generating a subspace S and we want a basis of S K . If we don't know the degree of p and q, we make computations just trying sufficiently large degree of p and q until we find some non-trivial relations among Laurent coefficients.
6.1. Map to Kenku's affine plane model of X 0 p169q. In [Ken80] [Ken81], Kenku gives an explicit plane affine model of X 0 p169q which is naturally isomorphic to X s p13q. Let X and Y be the coordinates in the affine model of X 0 p169q described in Kenku's paper. They correspond to Puiseux q-series obtained by
where η is the classical Dedekind eta function. Here we have Puiseux series instead of Laurent series but the method is the same. We consider the affine model for X s p13q as the affine chart where x 8 ‰ 0 in the projective model described by equations in Section 5.2. Then we have the field isomorphism
85x 4 x 5`1 30x 4 x 6´5 05x 4 x 7´3 13x 4 x 8`3 05x 2 5`2 17x 5 x 61 45x 5 x 7´4 6x 5 x 8`2 8x 2 6´7 x 6 x 7`3 52x 6 x 8`3 51x
6.2. Desingularization maps to the affine models of section 5.1. The function fields defined by the equations found in Section 5.2 and the function fields defined by the equations found in Section 5.1 are both isomorphic to the function field of the associated modular curve, which is X s p13q or X ns p13q. Here we give an explicit isomorphism between the function fields defined by the two models, in both the split and the non-split case.
Let C be the smooth projective model defined in Section 5.2 and let C 1 be the singular affine model defined in Section 5.1. We have the following situation
where Cp is the curve defined by equation 5.1, Cà is the affine chart in which Z ‰ 0, the map π is π s or π ns depending on whether we are dealing with the split or the non-split case, π 1 is the double cover given by px, y, tq Þ Ñ px, yq and ϕ is a birational map that makes the diagram commute on some affine chart of C. The isomorphism from the function field of C 1 generated by x, y, t to the function field of C is given in the form
where X, Y, Z are the one defined in Section 5.2 in the equations of π s and π ns , andt def " s¨pY {Zq 2 , with s being a square root of πs f s or πn s f ns depending on whether we are dealing with the split or the non-split case. To determine s we take a square root of the Laurent q-expansion of πs f s or πn s f ns and then we recognize it as a rational function in the x i , as explained in the beginning of Section 6. In the split case we get s " 4x 1´x2´x3`x4´3 x 5´x6´2 x 7`x8 x 2`x3`x4 and for the non-split case we get The curve X s p13q of g " 8 can be explicitly given by the following 15 equations in P 7 .
2`x 2 x 5`x2 x 7`x 2 3`x 3 x 6´x3 x 7`x3 x 8´x4 x 5x 4 x 6´x4 x 7`x5 x 6`x5 x 7`x 2 6`x 6 x 8`x 2 7 " 0 x 1 x 3´x1 x 4´x1 x 5´x1 x 6´x2 x 4`x2 x 6´x2 x 8´2 x 3 x 4´x3 x 6´x3 x 7`x3 x 8´x 2 4x 4 x 5`x6 x 7 " 0 x 1 x 5´x1 x 6´x1 x 7`x2 x 4`x2 x 5´x2 x 6´x2 x 8`x3 x 4´x3 x 8´x4 x 6´x4 x 7´x4 x 8x 2 5`x 5 x 6`x6 x 7´x6 x 8´x 2 7 " 0 x 2 1´x 1 x 2´x1 x 4`x1 x 6`x 2 2`x 2 x 4´x2 x 8`x3 x 4´2 x 3 x 5`x3 x 7`x 2 4`x 4 x 6x 4 x 8´x 2 5`x 6 x 7´x6 x 8´x 2 7 " 0 x 2 1´x 1 x 2´x1 x 3`x1 x 7`2 x 1 x 8`x2 x 3´x2 x 7`x 2 3`x 3 x 4`x3 x 5`x 2 4`2 x 4 x 5x 5 x 6´x5 x 8 " 0.
This curve has only two rational points: the two cusps ([Ken80, p. 241, Theorem 1], [Ken81] ). Using the previous equations, these rational points have the following coordinates. The map π s : X s p13q Ñ Xs p13q, using the previous model for X s p13q and the model (5.1) for Xs p13q, is $ & % X "´x 1`x2`2 x 4`x5´x6`x7´x8 Y "´x 2´x3`x4`x5´x6´x8 Z "´x 1´x2´2 x 4`x5`x6 .
The curve X ns p13q of g " 8 can be explicitly given by the following 15 equations in P 7 .
x 2 1´x 1 x 3´x1 x 4´x1 x 7`x1 x 8`x2 x 4`x2 x 5`2 x 3 x 4´2 x 3 x 5´x3 x 8`2 x 4 x 5x 4 x 7`x5 x 8´x 2 7`x 7 x 8 " 0, x 1 x 3`2 x 1 x 5`x1 x 8´2 x 3 x 4´x3 x 5`x3 x 6´x3 x 7´x4 x 5´x4 x 6`x4 x 7x 4 x 8´x 2 5`x 5 x 6´3 x 5 x 8´x6 x 7´3 x 6 x 8`x 2 7´x 2 8 " 0, x 1 x 3`2 x 1 x 4`x1 x 5´2 x 1 x 6`4 x 1 x 8`x2 x 4`x2 x 5´x3 x 4`x3 x 6´x3 x 7´x 2 4x 4 x 5´2 x 4 x 8`2 x 5 x 7`x5 x 8´2 x 6 x 8`x7 x 8´x 2 8 " 0, x 1 x 3`x1 x 4`x1 x 5´3 x 1 x 6`x1 x 7`2 x 1 x 8´x2 x 3´x2 x 4`x2 x 5`x2 x 6´x 2 3x 3 x 4´x3 x 5`x3 x 6´x3 x 8´2 x 4 x 5´x4 x 8`x5 x 6`x5 x 7`2 x 2 6´2 x 6 x 7`x 2 7x 7 x 8´x 2 8 " 0, x 1 x 2´x1 x 3`x1 x 5`x1 x 6´x1 x 7`x1 x 8`x 2 2`x 2 x 3´x2 x 4´x2 x 5´x2 x 6`x 2 3x 3 x 4´x3 x 5´x3 x 6`x3 x 8´x 2 4`x 4 x 5`2 x 4 x 6`x4 x 7´2 x 4 x 8´x 2 5`2 x 5 x 6x 5 x 7´2 x 5 x 8`x6 x 7´x6 x 8`x7 x 8´x 2 8 " 0, 2x 1 x 2`x1 x 3´x1 x 4`x1 x 6´x1 x 7´x1 x 8`x2 x 3´2 x 2 x 4´x2 x 5´x2 x 6`x2 x 7x 2 3´2 x 3 x 4´x3 x 6´x3 x 7`x4 x 5`x4 x 6`x4 x 7`2 x 4 x 8`x5 x 6´2 x 5 x 8x 6 x 7´x6 x 8 " 0, x 2 1`x 1 x 2`2 x 1 x 3`x1 x 5´x1 x 6´x1 x 7`2 x 1 x 8´x 2 2´x 2 x 3`x2 x 6`x2 x 7x 2 x 8´x3 x 4´x3 x 5´x3 x 8´x 2 4`x 4 x 6`x 2 5´x 5 x 6´x6 x 7´x6 x 8 " 0, x 2 1´x 1 x 2`x1 x 5`2 x 1 x 6`x1 x 7`x1 x 8`x2 x 3´x2 x 4´x2 x 5`x2 x 7`x2 x 8´x3 x 5x 3 x 6´x3 x 7`x4 x 5´x4 x 6`x4 x 7´x 2 5`x 5 x 6`x5 x 7´x5 x 8´2 x 6 x 8`x7 x 8´x 2 8 " 0, 2x 1 x 2`2 x 1 x 3´x1 x 4´x1 x 5`x1 x 7´x1 x 8´x2 x 4`2 x 2 x 5`2 x 2 x 6`x2 x 8´x 2 3x 3 x 4`x3 x 5`x3 x 6`x3 x 7´x3 x 8`x 2 4`x 4 x 5`x4 x 7´x 2 5´2 x 5 x 6´x5 x 7x 5 x 8´x6 x 7`x6 x 8´x 2 7`x 7 x 8 " 0, 2x 1 x 3´x1 x 4`x1 x 5´x1 x 7`2 x 1 x 8`x 2 2`x 2 x 3´x2 x 4´x2 x 7`x3 x 4`x3 x 52 x 3 x 6´2 x 3 x 7`2 x 3 x 8´x 2 4`2 x 4 x 5`2 x 4 x 7´x4 x 8´x 2 5`2 x 5 x 7´x5 x 82 x 6 x 7´2 x 6 x 8`2 x 7 x 8´2 x 2 8 " 0, x 1 x 2`2 x 1 x 4´x1 x 6`x1 x 7`x1 x 8´x 2 2`2 x 2 x 4`x2 x 5´x2 x 6`2 x 2 x 72 x 2 x 8´x4 x 6´x4 x 7´x4 x 8`x5 x 6`x5 x 7`x5 x 8 " 0, x 1 x 3`2 x 1 x 4´x1 x 5´x1 x 6`x1 x 7`x1 x 8´x 2 2´x 2 x 3´x2 x 4`x2 x 5`x2 x 6`
